Abstract. Textual steganography is a means of concealing an encoded message within text. The appeal in such a system is its potential for hiding the fact that encoding is taking place. The failure to hide the presence of encoding is a form of information leakage and an inherent risk since it suggests that there is important or valuable information in transit. This is considered a major limitation of existing cryptographic techniques as applied to secure information transfer. In this paper, we describe an experimental system that we have developed as a test bed for textual steganography. This system allows us to explore the application of part of speech tagging, word sense disambiguation and synonym replacement as component strategies for textual steganography.
Introduction
Information security is vital in today's society [1] . Conventionally, this issue has been addressed through a range of encryption techniques that serve to protect the content of valuable data. Encryption technology has developed to the point that breaking modern encryption schemes is practically infeasible*. The use of encryption however, immediately suggests that certain information must be important. To an adversary, or even the authorities, the presence of encrypted traffic between two individuals may be enough to arouse suspicion. Although the information may be securely encrypted, a third party may be able to intercept the information and either tamper with the message or prevent it ever reaching its destination. This problem will remain as long as encryption is adopted as the sole solution to information security needs.
To illustrate the limitation of an encryption system, and to suggest a more appropriate solution, Simmons presents the "Prisoners' Problem" [2] . The scenario tells of Alice and Bob, two prisoners, who attempt to formulate an escape plan. Any communication between the captives must pass through a warder (Wendy). If any suspicious communication is detected between the prisoners Wendy will not pass on the information. Modern encryption techniques, although secure, result in text which is readily recognisable as cipher text. In this scenario, such techniques would be useless in the presence of Wendy and this indicates the need for information hiding, rather than mere encryption.
Various information hiding techniques have been devised over the years. One popular approach is Steganography. A primary goal of steganography is concealing the existence of a message rather than encrypting its content. Considerable work, and research, has been applied to steganography with digital multimedia, especially embedding information in image and audio files (e.g., see [3, 4 & 5] ).
Despite the advances in computer technology and the proliferation of multimedia content, the majority of Internet traffic, and much of the information we encounter in our daily lives, is still natural language. In this setting, we sought to explore the potential for steganography based upon natural language.
Linguistic Steganography
According to Bergmair [6] , linguistic steganography is still very much in its infancy and there is no standard method of performing the functions required to take an intended message and embed it within a meaningful plain text carrier message. A number of diverse approaches have been proposed and central to each is the ability to preserve the meaning of the original text.
NICETEXT
NICETEXT [7] operates by parsing a cover text and extracting syntactic patterns. This is achieved by using a Part of Speech tagger to produce sentence frames, e.g., [(Noun)(Preposition)(Verb)(Noun)]. A lexicon of words is then collected from the cover text classified by part of speech tags with each word being given a unique binary code. The process of encoding a secret message is then accomplished by selecting a random sentence frame and populating each part of speech tag with an appropriate word from the lexicon based on the secret message bit string.
The resulting output produced by NICETEXT is syntactically correct but suffers from serious drawbacks when considering its semantic and grammatical correctness. Such an approach may be successful in fooling statistical natural language processing methods of steganalysis but any human reader would instantly detect that the output was not semantically correct. As noted by the author himself, the sequence of sentences produced "does not add up to comprehensible speech". Both Chand & Orgun [8] and Nanhe et al. [9] bring attention to the encryption density required by the NICETEXT system. A system with greater density of encryption, results in less likelihood that the output text will be both grammatical and meaningful. Since a key requirement of any steganographic system is to conceal the presence of a hidden message, the quality of output text is a critical consideration. A later version of NICETEXT, in the form of NICETEXT II, has improved upon the results achieved by NICETEXT but still fails the requirement of generating meaningful text.
Word Replacement
The word replacement approach exploits the phenomenon of synonyms in natural language. A synonym is a word having the same or nearly the same meaning as another in the language. If a particular word is replaced in a sentence with a synonym then the meaning should be preserved (or closely approximated). As noted by Chand & Orgun [8] there are limitations in the application of synonyms. Firstly, the number of true synonyms in English is small. Many words have more than one sense and it is rare for two words to be synonymous in all of their senses. Secondly, two synonyms are likely to have very different syntactic distribution and word frequencies throughout a given text or in a particular context. This will be reflected in their conventional association with other words (i.e, in collocations).
Despite these concerns, a word replacement system affords a simple and effective process in linguistic steganography. Bergmair [6] suggests the use of Word Sense Disambiguation to address the challenge of determining appropriate replacement words in order to maintain meaning.
A word replacement system is also able to vary the encryption density. By sparsely distributing the word changes across a large text, the changes are not concentrated to one area of a text. This results in a low encryption density and will therefore appear less conspicuous to a human reader and ensure the text remains as similar to the original text as possible.
Our Approach
Our purpose in developing a prototype textual steganography system was to experiment with the use of natural language technologies as a basis for textual substitutions. Our starting assumption was that existing language processing techniques may provide sufficient richness and flexibility to afford the reliability and complexity required of a text encoding facility. In the following, we describe this approach, its degree of success. And what it teaches us about such an enterprise.
In terms of the textual steganography introduction detailed above, we may describe the basis of our system as word replacement combined with word sense disambiguation. This offers the simplest solution to the problem and is an effective means of producing output that is inconspicuous to a human reader.
The first issue to consider is the choice of cover texts. Ideally, there should be broad scope for the implemented system to exploit a variety of cover texts from different genres. A desirable approach lets the user of the system choose their cover text. Since the potential set is drawn from natural language, the choice of cover text becomes almost infinite.
Given a particular cover text, the system then performs word replacement. The proposed system uses a part of speech tagger to tag a given cover text, and then selects particular target words for replacement based on their part of speech and word sense disambiguation. The system targets nouns, verbs, etc and leaves function words, such as determiners, prepositions, etc unchanged. This helps to ensure that the resultant texts retain a grammatical form and meaning.
In order to achieve a 'sparse' encoding, each individual letter of the target message is mapped to a replaced word in the carrier text. There is a considerable ratio discrepancy between the carrier text and the text of the intended message. This is the second factor that ensures a sparse encoding. Information, in the form of a 'key' is created to indicate which words have been altered in the carrier text. The receiving system requires access to this key in order to decode the message content from the carrier text.
If a secure channel is available, the encoding key can be passed via the secure channel whilst the carrier text is passed via an insecure channel. Any covert listening on the insecure channel may intercept the encoded data but the eavesdropper would be unable to decode the text without knowledge from the secure channel. Furthermore, if the textual steganographic approach is effective, the eavesdropper would not detect the presence of any encoding or encryption. The exact nature of this secure channel is left undefined at this point as there is the freedom to implement this in a variety of different ways.
Such a process underpins our proposed system and allows part of speech tagging and word sense disambiguation to take place on the encoding side. The encoding key, stored on a secure resource, maintains the information required to allow any message to be properly decoded at the recipient side.
Our prototype application consists of a Java-based GUI which orchestrates the encoding process with functional assistance from accompanying Perl scripts. The current version has a combined client application and intermediary server application and integrates with an email facility (IMAP and SMTP). We would expect these components to be separated in a production system.
The main application frame affords the user a number of useful features ( Figure 1 ). User mail accounts are listed in convenient collapsible panels on the left portion of the display. These panels offer a directory tree view of the users chosen IMAP server while the top area of the frame provides a mail listing for the selected directory. This list takes the form of a table, which for user convenience can be sorted via any of the shown attributes.
Messages which have hidden information encoded in the body of the message are clearly indicated in the table. This allows the user to quickly identify any messages which may be a target for decoding. The lower portion of the frame displays the body of any message. A 'Decode' button is provided for eligible messages.
The main frame of the screen provides the user with a toolbar. This toolbar offers a number of common functions, in particular the ability to create a new message. This presents the user with a dialog allowing the user to enter a message, select a cover text, and select the mail server through which to send the mail.
Maximizing configurability was a key requirement for this system in order to ensure greatest flexibility and extend the variety of experimentation. The Settings dialog, as shown in Figure 2 , is a vital component of the GUI which ensures users have the ability to modify settings. This dialog permits the user to customize which parts of speech will be considered as targets for word replacement. Some control is also provided on the size of context window (in number of words) used by the word sense disambiguation process. These customiziation dialogues affect the operation of the steganography process and are kept as simple as possible, to afford maximum user friendliness and intuition, while also retaining the ability for advanced users to perform fine-grained modifications. This strategy seeks to provide a happy medium between novice and more experienced users.
The main goals of the final system lay in the ability to hide information in text in such a way that hidden content is undetectable. The analysis and evaluation of the accuracy and performance of the WSD functionality proved to be a significant factor in determining the success of the final system. This analysis was tackled by experimentation and observation. Automated testing was not a practical means of checking that the encoded output was both grammatical and meaningful.
Fig. 1. User interface

Fig. 2. Option settings
Accuracy in particular is vital in order to produce text which is semantically correct. While many effective part of speech taggers generally claim accuracy in the region of 85-95%, with some suggesting even greater accuracy [9] , the general process of automated WSD offers far bleaker statistics. These lower accuracy statistics however relate to determining the sense of every word in a given body of text. Certain classes of words are more prone to ambiguity than others and thereby prove more difficult to map to the correct sense. This distinction between ambiguous and unambiguous words is important and, if unambiguous words are targeted for replacement, the accuracy of the disambiguation function is significantly increased.
A major feature of our prototype is to allow configurability in the word replacement system. Much of this configurability relates to the process of WSD and lies in the ability to modify targeted word groups, search space scope and choice of context words. To attempt to produce an optimal strategy, testing was carried out on this set of configurable variables in order to determine the effects of differing configurations.
Conclusions
A series of tests were carried out to determine the impact of the language processing components in the prototype steganography system. Bearing in mind that we were able to achieve full recovery of any encoded message, the primary consideration under evaluation was the viability of hiding the encoding. In this regard, the accuracy of the WSD function proved to be a major issue. Review of the resultant replacement texts led to the conclusion that default settings would generate acceptably meaningful substitutions in 50%-60% of cases. The remaining cases were likely to be seen as 'odd' by the average reader.
While these results indicate that this automated word replacement system is not able to guarantee meaningful output in all instances, they show that by allowing configurability, existing techniques can be used in conjunction with optimal replacement strategies to produce a viable and effective solution. The results indicate that tailoring a particular strategy to the context of a chosen cover text can enhance the scope for optimal replacement.
Clearly, accurate creation of grammatical and meaningful output is a desirable factor in the perceived success of the final system, yet different human readers were found to have different interpretations of which substitutions result in errors. This was proven by three test cases that asked a number of readers to verify the text produced after substitution had taken place. The results were surprising. In fact, in most cases readers failed to spot the majority of substitutions despite being told in advance that Fig. 3 . Results of user testing there would be substituted words. In all cases, more perceived errors were identified than actually existed (Figure 3 ). In test case 1, there were seven word substitutions. Test case 2 also had seven word replacements, while test case 3 had ten word substitutions. These results illustrate the diverse judgments made by different individuals and exemplifies some of the difficulties arising from lexical ambiguity.
This 'human factor' does however provide promising results in the context of our system and reflects well on the use of sparse encryption density. With sparse encryption density, many readers simply do not notice slight errors within large blocks of text. Analysis of the results suggests that readers simply interpret any semantic ambiguities with a meaning which they are expecting, given the particular context of the text. Perhaps this indicates that a small degree of 'semantic noise' will not be noticed, or be tolerated and ignored. Coupled to this, as automated disambiguation abilities improve, so too will the ability of such linguistic steganography systems to produce meaningful and inconspicuous text.
